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Abstract—This paper tackles the problem of recovering
formal models of communicating systems made up of com-
ponents concurrently interacting with each other, e.g., Web
service compositions or IoT systems. We present a passive
model learning approach, which recovers, from event logs, one
Input Output Labelled Transition System (IOLTS) for every
component of the system under learning. From an event log,
our approach is able to automatically recover conversations
(a.k.a. sessions), without having any knowledge about the
used event correlation mechanisms. It uses correlation pattern
definitions and a heuristic based on the quality of the generated
conversations to get the most relevant conversation sets. Then,
our approach extracts the trace sets of every component and
generates IOLTSs. The latter can be used as documentation,
for test case generation, or for formal verification.

Keywords-Reverse engineering; Model learning; Event Log;
Communicating systems; .

I. INTRODUCTION

Software Reverse Engineering gathers numerous tech-
niques specialised in the analysis of software system to ex-
tract design and implementation information. Among them,
model learning has emerged as a highly effective technique
for recovering the models of black-box software systems.
Such models, e.g., temporal rules, or finite state machines
that encode functional behaviours, offer substantial benefits
as they can be employed for security audits [1], [2], real-time
anomaly detection [3], or bug detection [4].

This paper addresses passive model learning, for which
it is assumed that event logs have been previously collected
from a system under learning SUL and can be mined to
learn models. Although numerous passive model learning
algorithms and tools are available in the literature, few of
them [5], [4], [6], [7] are directly applicable to distributed
systems made up of communicating components. These
systems indeed raise specific difficulties. Most of them come
from the fact that SUL is made up of components that
run in parallel and concurrently interact with each other.
To recover the behaviours of the components, it is required
to extract accurate conversations (a.k.a. sessions), i.e. event
sequences of correlated events interchanged among different
components that achieve a certain goal. Additionally, tradi-
tional model learning algorithms return ”flat” models, i.e.
one model for a given composition encoding all the event

details (parameters) listed in the event logs. With large event
logs, it often results in complex and unreadable models.

Contribution: the paper presents another passive model
learning approach, which recovers Input Output Labelled
Transition Systems (IOLTSs) from event logs. As SUL is
a distributed and concurrent communicating system, we as-
sume that correlation mechanisms, e.g., execution trace iden-
tifiers, are employed to propagate context ids and keep track
of the process contexts. But, we do not assume knowing how
events are correlated in advance. The major contribution of
this approach is its capability to automatically retrieve con-
versations from event logs, without having any knowledge
about the used correlation mechanisms. Instead of using a
brute-force search over the space of parameter assignments
found in events, our algorithm is based upon a formali-
sation of the notion of correlation patterns and is guided
towards the most relevant conversation sets by evaluating
conversation quality. As there is no consensus about what a
relevant conversation should be, the conversation quality can
be adapted to meet user needs and viewpoints. Next, from
the retrieved conversations, our approach extracts the trace
sets of every component participating in the generation of
the event log. And, finally, it generates one IOLTS for every
of these components, which captures the behaviours encoded
in event logs with inputs and outputs showing the messages
received and sent among the components.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II provides
some definitions and notations on events, correlations and
sessions. Our approach is presented in Section III. Sec-
tion IV discusses related work. Section V summarises our
contributions and draws some perspectives for future work.

II. EVENTS, CORRELATIONS AND CONVERSATIONS

A. Preliminary Definitions

We denote E the set of events of the form e(α) with
e a label and α an assignment of parameters in P . The
concatenation of two event sequences σ1, σ2 ∈ E∗ is denoted
σ1.σ2. ε denotes the empty sequence. For sake of readability,
we also write σ1 ∈ σ2 when σ1 is a (ordered) subsequence
of the sequence σ2. Events are partially ordered in event
logs. This is expressed with these partial order relations:



• <t⊆ E×E, which orders two actions according to their
timestamps,

• <c⊆ E×E, which orders two actions if the occurrence
of the first action implies the occurrence of the second
one,

• <:=<t ∪ <c is the transitive closure of <c and <t.
We also use the following notations on events to make

our algorithms more readable:
• from(e(α)) = c denotes the source of the event when

available; to(e(α)) = c denotes the destination;
• isReq(e(α)), isResp(e(α)) are boolean expressions

expressing the nature of the event;
• A(σ) =

⋃
e(α)∈σ

α is the set of parameter assignments

of σ.
In the paper, we use the IOLTS model to express the

behaviours of components. This model is defined in terms
of states and transitions labelled by input or output events
in E.

Definition 1 (IOLTS) An Input Output Labelled Transition
System (IOLTS) is a 4-tuple 〈Q, q0,Σ,→〉 where:
• Q is a finite set of states; q0 is the initial state;
• Σ ⊆ E is the finite set of events. ΣI ⊆ Σ is the

countable set of input events, ΣO ⊆ Σ is the countable
set of output events, with ΣO ∩ ΣI = ∅;

• →⊆ Q×Σ×Q is a finite set of transitions. A transition
(q, a, q′) is also denoted q a−→ q′.

B. Event Correlation and Conversations

The correlation mechanisms used from one system to
another are seldom the same, but they are often compliant
with some patterns. Most of these are introduced in [8].
Given an event sequence σ = e1(α1) . . . ek(αk) ∈ E∗, we
formulate that an event e(α) correlates with σ w.r.t. one of
these patterns as follows:
• Key based correlation: e(α) correlates with σ if all

the events share share the same parameter assignment
set: α ∩ α1 ∩ · · · ∩ αk 6= ∅;

• Chained correlation: e(α) is correlated with σ if e(α)
shares some references with ek(αk): α ∩ αk 6= ∅;

• Function based correlation: a function f : E →
L firstly assigns to each event a label of the form
”l:=label” in L according to the event parameter assign-
ments. Then, the event correlation is performed w.r.t.
one of the previous patterns;

• Time-based correlation: this pattern is somehow a
special case of the previous one, in the sense that a label
can be injected into an event w.r.t. a condition on time.
A function f : E → L assigns labels to events returns
a label of the form ”t:=l” according to timestamps.

The above patterns can also be combined with conjunc-
tions or disjunctions to formulate correlation expressions. To

/login(from:="cl", to:="ShopS", id:="tocken",
account:="l")

ok(from:="ShopS", to:="cl", id:="tocken"
trans:="t1")

/order(from:="cl", to:="ShopS",
trans:="t1",item:="a")

/stock(from:="ShopS", to:="StockS", trans:="t1",
item:="a")

ok(from:="StockS", to:="ShopS", trans:="t1",
item:="a")

ok(from:="ShopS", to:="cl",
trans:="t1",content:="stock")

/supply(from:="ShopS", to:="WS", trans:="t1",
key:="k1",item:="a")

ok(from:="WS", to:="ShopS", trans:="t1",
key:="k1")

/supplyWS(from:="WS", to:="WS1", key:="k1",
key2:="k2",item:="a")

/supplyWS(from:="WS", to:="WS2", key:="k1",
key2:="k3",item:="a")

/supplyWS(from:="WS", to:="WS3", key:="k1",
key2:="k4",item:="a")

ok(from:=WS1,to:="WS", key:="k1", key2:="k2")
ok(from:=WS2,to:="WS", key:="k1", key2:="k3")
Unavailable(from:="WS3",to:="WS", key:="k1",

key2:="k4")
/login(from:="cl", to:="ShopS", id:="tocken2",

account:="l2")
ok(from:="ShopS", to:=cl, id:="tocken2",

trans:="t2")
/order(from:="cl", to:="ShopS",

trans:="t2",item:="b")
ok(from:="ShopS", to:="cl", trans:="t2"

content:="no stock")

Figure 1. Formatted part of an event log

make our algorithm readable, we write e(α) correlates σ
if the event e(α) correlates with a sequence σ by such a
correlation pattern-based expression.

In reference to [9], a set of parameter assignments used
for an event correlation is called correlation set. A conversa-
tion corresponds to an event sequence interchanged among
components, whose events correlate by means of correlation
sets:

Definition 2 Let σ = e1(α1) . . . ek(αk) ∈ Ek.

• σ is a conversation iff ∀1 < i ≤ k : ei(αi)
correlates e1(α1) . . . ei−1(αi−1)

• corr(σ) = {cs1, . . . , csk−1} denotes the set of corre-
lation sets of σ, with csi ⊆ (αi ∪ αi+1)

III. MODEL LEARNING

Given an event log produced by a concurrent and dis-
tributed system SUL, our approach aims at analysing an
event log collected from SUL and at recovering one IOLTS
for every component of SUL, which captures its behaviours.

We assume that the events in the event log are ordered
with the < relation. When several log files are given, we



Figure 2. Conversation set and IOLTSs modelling a composition of 6 Web services

assume that they can be assembled with <t or <c. In par-
ticular, the causal order relation <c may help assemble two
log files given by two systems whose internal clock values
slightly differ. <c indeed helps order the actions a1(α1) in
a first log that imply the occurrence of other actions a2(α2)
in a second one. The analysis of the pairs (a1(α1), a2(α2))
helps compute the difference of time between these two
systems.

Our approach is mainly divided into three main steps:
Conversation extraction, Component trace extraction from
conversations, and IOLTS Generation and Generalisation.
Beforehand, we assume that the event log is formatted into
a sequence S of events of the form e(α) by means of
regular expressions. The techniques proposed in [4], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14] can assist users in the mining of patterns
or expressions from log files, which can be used to quickly
derive the appropriate regular expressions.

A. Step 1: Conversation Extraction

The first step of our approach extracts conversations
from a sequence S. Our conversation extraction algorithm
is devised to explore the possible correlations among the
successive events of S, thus in a depth-wise way, while being
efficiently guided by the conversation consistencies. This
notion of consistency is expressed by means of conversation
invariants and conversation quality. Invariants and quality
metrics also formulate a heuristic that guides our algorithm
towards the most relevant conversation sets.

1) Conversation Invariant and Quality: The correlation
patterns implicitly restrict the structure of a conversation
according to some properties that are always true, i.e. invari-
ants, over correlation sets. Indeed, an event must correlate
with only one conversation σ of a conversation set C with
a unique correlation set; a correlation set cs of corr(σ)
cannot be empty, cs cannot be found in another conversation
σ2 of C. Besides, σ must have parameter assignments for

building potential correlation sets, it must include parameter
assignments that cannot be found in any other conversation
σ2. These three invariants are formulated in the following
proposition. Other invariants can also be added to meet
user preferences. For instance, the last invariant imposes
conversations to start with a request.

Proposition 3 (Conversation Set Invariants) Let C be a
conversation set and σ ∈ C. Inv stands for the set of
conversation set invariants:
• ∀cs ∈ corr(σ) : cs 6= ∅
• ∀cs ∈ corr(σ),∀σ2 ∈ C \ {σ} : cs ∩A(σ2) = ∅
• A(σ) \

⋃
σ2∈C\{σ}A(σ2) 6= ∅

• ∀e1(α1) . . . ek(αk) ∈ C : isReq(e1(α1))

For readability, we denote that the conversations of
a conversation set C meet conversation invariants with
C satisfies Inv.

Our algorithm uses quality metrics as another way to limit
the conversation set exploration, but also to prioritize this
exploration among several conversation set candidates. We
formulate a comprehensive quality metric of a conversation
set C by means of a utility function for representing user
preferences. The following definition refers to quality met-
rics Mi(C) over conversation sets, themselves calculated by
means of metrics mi(σ) over conversations:

Definition 4 (Conversation Set Quality) 0 ≤ Q(C) =∑n
i=1Mi(C).wi ≤ 1 with 0 ≤ Mi(C) =

∑
σ∈C mi(σ)

|C| ≤ 1,

wi ∈ R+
0 and

∑k
i=1 wi = 1.

The conversation quality metrics can be general or es-
tablished with regard to a specific system context. Our
approach actually does not limit the metric set. We provide
four metric examples below. m1 and m2 evaluate whether



a conversation σ follows the classical request-response ex-
change pattern (sender sends a request to receiver, ultimately
returning a response). m1 evaluates the ratio of requests in
σ associated with some responses with ReqwResp(σ). m2

evaluates the ratio of responses following a prior request
with RespwReq(σ).

0 < m1(σ) =
|ReqwResp(σ)|+ 1

|Req(σ)|+ 1
≤ 1 (1)

0 < m2(σ) =
|RespwReq(σ)|+ 1

|Resp(σ)|+ 1
≤ 1 (2)

The metric m3 examines whether σ is composed of
correlated events, in other terms, whether σ has more than
one event:

m3(σ) =

{
1 if corr(σ) 6= ∅
0 otherwise (3)

The metric m4 evaluates the ratio of assignments used
to correlate the events of a conversation. The simpler the
correlation mechanism is, the closer to 1 the metric is.

0 ≤ m4(σ) = 1−
|
⋃
cs∈corr(σ) cs|
|A(σ)|

< 1 (4)

Algorithm 1: Conversation and Correlation Set Ex-
traction

input : Event sequence S = e1(α1) . . . ek(αk), boolean first
output: Conversation sets C1, . . . , Cn,

1 C := {e1(α1)};
2 call Find C&CS(C, 2);
3 Procedure Find C&CS(C, i) is
4 if i ≤ k then
5 foreach σ ∈ C : ei(αi) correlates σ do
6 CS := P(αi ∩ last(σ)) \ {∅} ;
7 foreach cs ∈ CS do
8 σ′ := σ.ei(αi);
9 corr(σ′) := corr(σ) ∪ {cs};

10 C2 := C ∪ {σ′} \ {σ};
11 if C2 satisfies Inv and Q(C2) ≥ T then
12 Find C&CS(C2, i+ 1);

13 C3 := C ∪ {ei(αi)};
14 corr(ei(αi)) := ;
15 if C3 satifies Inv and Q(C3) ≥ T then
16 Find C&CS(C3, i+ 1);

17 else
18 return C;
19 if Q(C) ≥ T2 then
20 STOP all Find C&CS instances;

2) Conversation Set Extraction Algorithm: The conver-
sation set extraction is implemented in Algorithm 1. It
takes as input an event sequence S and returns conversation
sets, which are ordered with regard to their respective
conversation set quality. It builds a first set C composed
of one conversation equal to the first event of S. The events
of S are then successively covered by recursively calling a
new instance of Find C&CS(C, i). This procedure takes

an event ei(αi) and tries to find, in the conversation set C, a
conversation σ such that ei(αi) correlates σ. If there exists
such a conversation, the procedure builds for every possible
correlation set (line 7) a new conversation set with the
new conversation σ.ei(αi). Besides (line 13), an additional
conversation set C3 is built to consider that the event ei(αi)
might also be the beginning of a new conversation. For every
new conversation set that meets conversation invariants and
quality, Find C&CS is recursively called (lines 12, 16).

If we consider the event sequence of Figure 1, Algorithm
1 extracts the conversation set of Figure 2, which holds 2
conversations whose events are correlated with the parame-
ters in {id, trans, key, key2}.

Algorithm 1 may return several conversation sets ordered
by quality if different correlations have been detected among
successive events of S. In this case, the user has to choose
the most appropriate conversation set with regard to its needs
and knowledge.

B. Step2: Component Trace Extraction

The second step of our approach now generates as many
trace sets as components found in the system SUL. This
step, implemented by Algorithm 2, firstly covers the events
of every conversation to identify the components of SUL
(line 5). A the same time, it converts events by integrating
the notions of input and output. In lines 6-8, every request
or response is indeed doubled by separating the component
source and destination. The component that executes the
event is identified by a new assignment on the parameter
idc injected to each event. Non-communicating events (nei-
ther requests or responses) are marked as outputs. Then,
Algorithm 2 segments the resulting sequence σ′ into sub-
sequences, each capturing the behaviours of one component
only of the set Comp (lines 9, 10). The algorithm returns
form every component c ∈ Comp a set Tc that gathers the
traces of the component c only.

Algorithm 2: Component Trace Extraction
input : Conversation set C
output: Trace sets Tc1 . . . Tcn

1 T := {};
2 foreach σ = e1(α1) . . . ek(αk) ∈ C) do
3 σ′ := ε;
4 foreach ei(αi) ∈ σ do
5 Comp := Comp ∪ {from(ei(αi)), to(ei(αi))};
6 σ′ := σ′.!ai({idc := from(ei(αi))} ∪ αi);
7 if isReq(ei(αi)) ∨ isResp(ei(αi))) then
8 σ′ := σ′.?ei({idc := to(ei(αi))} ∪ αi);

9 foreach c ∈ Comp do
10 Tc := Tc ∪ {σ′ \ {e(α) ∈ σ′ | (idc := c) /∈ α}}

C. Step 3: IOLTS Generation

Every trace set Tc = {σ1, . . . , σn} is now lifted to the
level of IOLTS.



A first IOLTS denoted Lc is obtained by transforming
the traces of Tc to IOLTS paths. Lc is the IOLTS Lc =
〈Q, q0,Σ,→〉 derived from Tc such that:
• q0 is the initial state.
• Q,Σ,→ are defined by the following inference rule:

σi=a1(α1)...ak(αk)

q0
e1(α1)−−−−→(q1i,cl(σi))...(qk−1i,Cl(σi))

ak(αk)−−−−→q0

By applying this trace set to IOLTS conversion on every
component, we obtain the IOLTSs Lc1 , . . . , Lcn . Those
IOLTSs are finally generalised by merging their equivalent
states. The state merging is performed by means of the k-Tail
algorithm [15], which is known to be a flexible state merging
algorithm in the sense that it assembles the states sharing
the same k-future, i.e. the same event sequences having the
maximum length k.

Figure 2 depicts the IOLTSs generated from the conversa-
tion set given on top of the figure. Our approach has detected
6 components among the events of the two conversations.
These have been converted to 6 trace sets, which capture the
behaviours of each component. The traces sets have finally
been converted to the IOLTSs depicted in the figure. In this
example, we call k-Tail with k := 2.

With these IOLTSs, it becomes much easier to understand
the general functioning of the whole system. In particular,
it is now easier to understand that three services allow
to interact with wholesalers. Two of them seem to be
behavioural equivalent, but the last one is faulty.

IV. RELATED WORK ON PASSIVE MODEL LEARNING

Passive mode learning includes techniques that passively
recover models from a given set of samples, e.g., a set
of execution traces. These are said passive as there is no
direct interaction with the system under learning. Models are
often generated by encoding sample sets with state diagrams
whose equivalent states are merged. For instance, k-Tail
has been later enhanced with Gk-tail to generate Extended
Finite State Machines encoding data constraints [16]. Other
approaches also enhance k-Tail to build more precise models
[17], [18], [19]. kBehavior [20] is another kind of approach
that generates models from a set of traces by taking every
trace one after the other and by completing a finite-state
automaton in such a way that it now accepts the trace. These
previous passive algorithms usually yield big models, which
may quickly become unreadable.

Some passive approaches dedicated to communicating
systems have also been proposed. Mariani et al. proposed
in [20] an automatic detection of failures in log files by
means of model learning. This work extends kBehavior to
support events combined with data. It segments an event log
with two strategies: per component or per user. The former,
which can be used with communicating systems, generates
one model for each component. CSight [6] is another tool
specialised in the model learning of communicating systems,

where components exchange messages through synchronous
channels. It is assumed that both the channels and com-
ponents are known. Besides, CSight requires specific trace
sets, which are segmented with one subset by component.
CSight follows five stages: 1) log parsing and mining of
invariants 2) generation of a concrete Finite State Machine
(FSM) that captures the functioning of the whole system
by recomposing the traces of the components; 3) generation
of a more concise abstract FSM; 4) model refinement with
invariants that must hold in FSMs, and 5) generation of
Communicating FSM.

We have proposed in [21] a passive model learning algo-
rithm for recovering models of component-based systems.
The requirements considered in this approach are different
from those of the above approaches. The main difference lies
in the fact that the communications among components are
assumed hidden (not available in event logs). The algorithm
is hence specific to this assumption. Then, we have proposed
the approach CkTail in [7] to generate models of commu-
nicating systems from event logs. Compared to CSight, we
do not assume that the trace sets are already prepared. The
novelty proposed by CkTail lies in its capability of detecting
sessions in event logs. Compared to this work, we assume
with CkTail that the components follow a strict behaviour:
they cannot run multiple instances; requests are processed
by a component on a first-come, first served basis. Besides,
components follow the request–response exchange pattern

We showed that CkTail builds more precise models than
the other approaches by better recognising sessions, but
we also concluded that its requirements are too restrictive
to be widely used. The approach proposed in the paper
relaxes these assumptions and now supports any kind of
communicating system.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed the design of an approach spe-
cialised into the recovery of formal models from event logs
generated by communicating systems made up of concurrent
components. The approach firstly explores the conversation
set space that can be derived from an event log and is guided
toward the most relevant conversation sets by means of
invariants and conversation quality metrics. The latter can be
adapted to define user preferences or system contexts. Then,
the approach generates one trace set for every component
along with one IOLTS expressing its behaviours. These
IOLTS can be later used as documentation or for automatics
analyses.

There are several issues which require further investiga-
tion before evaluating our approach. One of them is to be
able to propose a good balance between model size, readabil-
ity and precision. For instance, the generated IOLTSs may
be very large on account of similar event sequences having
different parameter values. We hence intend to add further



steps to raise the IOLTS abstraction level, while preserving
the possibility to analyse of use concrete parameter values.
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